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Chapter 1891 Lin Yuan Appears 

Lin Kai’s mind swept away and saw a middle-aged man standing outside the clouds. 

His expression hesitated, some sparrows wanted to try, as if they wanted to forcibly break in. 

Lin Kai gave a sneer at the corner of his mouth. If this person dared to break into the private house, 

don’t blame him for being rude. 

However, a look of jealousy flashed in the man’s eyes, and he did not force it. 

He shouted loudly: “Mr. Lin Kai, are you at home? You are Jiang Heng, the messenger of Leiyuan 

Group!” 

“Leiyuan Group?” 

A cold voice came from behind the man. 

Jiang Heng’s pupils shrank and he turned around abruptly. 

Lin Kai was standing three feet away behind him, standing with his hands behind him, looking at him 

indifferently. 

Jiang Heng’s eyes were shocked. He had long heard that Lin Kai was a great master, but he was not 

convinced. 

Now that Lin Kai’s fascinating figure made Jiang Heng no longer dare to look down upon Lin Kai, the 

great young master. 

Jiang Heng respectfully handed over the invitation and said: “Yes. My Leiyuan Group will hold a 

celebration banquet seven days later, and my elder brother Jiang He specially asked me to invite Mr. Lin 

to the banquet.” 

Standing with his hands behind, Lin Kai said indifferently, “Where is Lin Yuan, why doesn’t he come to 

see me in person?” 

Jiang Heng looked dazed, and asked in doubt: “Who is Lin Yuan?” 

Lin Kai said lightly: “I know, I will attend the banquet on time in seven days.” 

“Thank you, Mr. Lin. I’m going to retire now!” 

Jiang Heng took a few steps back before turning around and rushing down the mountain. 

Lin Kai looked at Jiang Heng’s back and whispered softly: “A messenger is actually a master of the 

pinnacle. This is telling me, are you qualified to break your wrists with me now?” 

Lin Kai sneered and turned back to the villa. 

He is looking forward to the banquet in seven days. Lin Yuan had better show up. He really missed this 

cousin! 



Fire home. 

The fire hall was in a mess. 

The Emperor Huo sat in a high position with a gloomy face and a ray of blood at the corner of his mouth. 

Below, everyone in the Huo family knelt there with a look of grief and indignation. 

In front of them, a corpse was displayed there. 

A woman lay on it, crying bitterly. 

The Emperor Huo shouted coldly: “Get out and cry!” 

After the guard put the corpse and the woman out, a middle-aged man said angrily: 

“Father, we fought with Leiyuan Group, it’s really deceiving!” 

Huohuang’s face was gloomy, and two words were squeezed from between his teeth: “Jiang He!” 

Just now, Jiang He came to the door strongly and said that he would invite the Emperor of Fire to the 

celebration banquet seven days later. 

However, before that, Jiang He will avenge his imprisonment! 

Jiang He’s enemy is Huo Huang’s youngest son-Huo Si. 

Back then, Jiang He offended the scythe, and the scythe used methods to send Jiang He to prison. 

Who would have thought that Jiang He would have been released from prison and became a great 

master. 

Jiang He said that as long as the emperor of the fire took him a palm, the matter would be wiped out. 

The Emperor Huo had a fiery temper and full of arrogance, so he agreed on the spot. 

Unexpectedly, Jiang He slammed out the fire emperor with a punch, and went straight to the fire sickle. 

The fire sickle was directly shaken by the aftermath of this punch and his internal organs were ruptured, 

and he died on the spot. 

After killing the scythe, Jiang He walked away, leaving behind this mess. 

The Emperor of Fire can only sit in a high position, sulking. 

He has no face to seek revenge from Jiang He. 

It was he himself who agreed to take Jiang He’s move, but he didn’t even take a punch, killing his young 

son. 

“Leiyuan Group…” 

The fire emperor narrowed his eyes slightly, and there was a blazing flame in his eyes. 



On that day, Lin Hong had already mentioned the Leiyuan Group, and also said that the person behind 

the Leiyuan Group was Lin Yuan. 

“What is the relationship between Lin Yuan and Jiang He? Is Lin Yuan also a great master?” 

The Emperor Huo was in a heavy mood, and he deeply felt the strength of his enemy. 

Just a Jiang He, he is not an opponent. 

What’s more, there is a mysterious Lin Yuan. 

However, the vengeance of murder is not shared! 

“Maybe, we can join Lin Kai to deal with Leiyuan Group…” 

The Emperor of Fire was hidden in the darkness, thinking about the countermeasures against Leiyuan 

Group in his mind. 

After a while, the fire emperor’s majestic and indifferent voice came: 

“At all costs, find out the details of the Leiyuan Group! Also, track down a young man named Lin Yuan!” 

“Yes!” 

The people below agreed, and walked out the door with heavy faces. 

At the same time, other forces with masters and older warriors all received invitations. 

The families of several great masters even sent invitations by the master himself. 

This sudden appearance of the group made Donghai lively again. 

Its appearance is even more abrupt than the Tang family’s return from overseas. 

At least, everyone knows that the people in the Tang family are all from overseas, and there are traces 

to follow. 

However, such a powerful force as Leiyuan Group has been unknown. 

It suddenly appears now and is sending out invitations. What is the purpose? 

All the families unanimously investigated Leiyuan Group and Chairman Jiang He. 

Within a day, what happened at Huo’s house spread out. 

The entire Donghai clan force already knew about Jiang Heyi’s boxing and annealing emperor, and 

beheaded his son Fire Sickle. 

Donghai was shocked. Many people in Jiang He knew that he was just a martial sage ten years ago. 

Ten years later, not only did he become a great master, he was not even an opponent of the Fire 

Emperor. 

How did Jiang He do it? 



How would he react when Huohuang’s son was killed? 

All forces in the East China Sea are closely watching all this. 

Leiyuan Group. 

Jiang He, the center of public opinion, was kneeling there at this time, with a thin layer of cold sweat on 

his forehead, and his expression was very nervous. 

In front of him, a young man stood with his hand in his hand. 

His appearance is actually 90% similar to Lin Kai. 

However, Lin Kai’s temperament was indifferent, just like an immortal. 

And this man, with gloomy eyes, exuded an icy breath all over his body. 

Lin Yuan’s eyes were gloomy, and he looked at Jiang He coldly. 

Jiang He couldn’t bear the psychological pressure, and kowtowed: “Master, I know I was wrong!” 

If this sentence is heard by outsiders, it will definitely cause a huge shock. 

Jiang He was in the realm of a great master, he even called the man in front of him as his master. 

This is too ridiculous and incredible. 

Lin Yuan’s expression was still cold, and he didn’t care about Jiang He’s name. 

Lin Yuan said coldly: “Idiot, our enemy is only Lin Kai, you actually pushed the great master Huo Huang 

to Lin Kai’s side!” 

Facing Lin Yuan’s cursing, Jiang He said nothing. 

Lin Yuan’s narrow eyes narrowed, and he said calmly, “Are you not convinced?” 

Jiang He’s body shook and he hurriedly bowed and said, “Master, I just don’t understand. It’s just a Lin 

Kai. Is it necessary to be so jealous of him?” 

Lin Yuan said indifferently, “Are you saying I made a fuss?” 

“Subordinates dare not!” 

“Humph.” 

Lin Yuan said bitterly: “Lin Kai is very good at hiding his hole cards, so if you want to kill him, you must 

do your best!” 

“Otherwise, he will become stronger than last time!” 

At this time, Wuming walked in from outside and exclaimed: 

“I have a deep understanding of this!” 

Chapter 1892 



Wuming stood beside Jiang He, respectfully clasping his fists and saying, “Subordinates, see Lei Shi.” 

Lin Yuan glanced at him faintly, and said coldly: “Outside, don’t call me Lei Shi.” 

“Yes, son!” Wuming said respectfully. 

Lin Yuan nodded and said, “Jiang He, get up.” 

“Yes, Master.” Jiang He got up and stood there respectfully. 

A trace of disdain flashed in Wuming’s eyes, the grand master, who was not a bit faceless, turned out to 

be like a dog. 

Jiang He respectfully said: “Master, all the invitations have been sent out. On Lin Kai’s side, it was my 

brother Jiang Heng who personally sent the invitations.” 

Jiang Heng continued: “Master, it seems that Lin Kai already knows the relationship between Leiyuan 

Group and you, and he has also tried Jiang Heng.” 

Lin Yuan nodded, and said calmly: “You can’t hide this matter.” 

Lin Yuan looked towards Wuming and asked, “Have you found Heavenly Master Huang?” 

Wuming shook his head regretfully: “Every time I heard about him, he left an hour earlier. He seemed to 

be an unknown prophet.” 

A trace of jealousy flashed in Lin Yuan’s eyes, and he hummed: “He is indeed an unexplored prophet. 

When he reaches the realm of a destiny master, he is already aware of his own misfortune and 

blessing.” 

“How to become a destiny…” 

Lin Yuan sighed, waved his hand and said, “Go down.” 

After the two left, Lin Yuan sat cross-legged and took out a simple turtle shell to calculate. 

In these seven days, all the families have been paying attention to the movements of Leiyuan Group. 

Unfortunately, no one can inquire about Leiyuan Group’s internal news. 

Leiyuan Group’s management is too strict, and even ordinary cleaners are not tempted by any money. 

Seven days passed quickly. 

Fascinated families also set off one after another to Leiyuan Group. 

Leiyuan Group, the door is open. 

Countless luxury cars came one after another, and Leiyuan Group also received them in an orderly 

manner. 

After entering the hall, the vision suddenly became bright, magnificent, and luxurious. 

One of the patrons looked at his feet, his feet weakened and fell to the ground. 



“Haha, Pharaoh. Has the rickets turned over?” 

Someone teased. 

The Patriarch sneered, and said, “Look at your feet, and then speak out!” 

The man glanced disapprovingly, then glanced again. 

His eyes became wider and wider, and he exclaimed: “It turned out to be a ground paved with pure 

jade.” 

He looked at the hall from under his feet, the whole hall was tens of thousands of square meters, that 

means there are tens of thousands of square meters of pure jade as the ground? 

Thinking of this, his legs and feet could not help but soften, trembling, and standing unsteadily. 

The Patriarch was not in the mood to laugh at him, but was immersed in shock. 

How rich is this Leiyuan Group? 

Besides, this is a mine at home, otherwise, where did so many jade come from? 

At this time, everyone in the hall also discovered this amazing scene one after another. 

Their minds were shaking, walking on it was like walking on top of a flame, very awkward. 

Under the leadership of the waiter, they sat down in their seats properly and talked with familiar 

friends. 

Everyone looked around and found that those who accepted the invitation were worth billions of dollars 

at the lowest level. 

In addition, there are many Guwu families and their wealthy people, sitting on the left side of the hall. 

These rich men looked at the eyes of the ancient Wu family, helpless, envy, and indignant. 

These Guwu families are not as rich as their rich men, but they are powerful. 

Even a small Guwu family can handle these rich people at will. 

If it weren’t for the existence of Jiulong Mountain, these rich men would be eaten by the Guwu family. 

Now, in the hall, the two forces are very distinct, each acting on two sides. 

The ancient warrior swords the golden horse, talking and laughing happily. 

But these rich men have to promise, they have to smile when they see the ancient warriors. 

Ye Feng, a young talent from the Ye family of the ancient martial arts family, said loudly: “This Leiyuan 

Group is so strange. It is obviously an ancient martial force, but what did you invite these tycoons to 

do?” 

Disdain flashed in Ye Feng’s eyes, and said: “A mere mortal, it is really bad luck to sit with us!” 

The other Guwu families laughed, and they all disdain these rich families. 



If it weren’t for Jiulong Mountain, any of them could easily destroy these rich families. 

“hateful!” 

The rich men on the right flushed, but did not dare to refute Ye Feng’s words. 

“Huh, what about mortals?” 

Suddenly someone stood up, threw out ten cards, and said calmly: “These cards are one million each. 

Whoever slaps him can get a card!” 

“It’s Shen Qiansan!” 

The spirits of many rich people were shocked. This Shen Qiansan is a recently emerging rich man who is 

only in his 30s and has a net worth of tens of billions. 

It’s a pity that his physique is so special that he can’t practice martial arts. 

Hearing Shen Qiansan’s words, everyone was ready to move. 

Even people from the same family as Ye Feng stared at Ye Feng’s face. 

“you!” 

Ye Feng’s face was blue and white. 

He didn’t dare to offend Shen Qiansan, because behind Shen Qiansan were two grandmaster-level 

guards. 

Although everyone was very excited, they still gave up the idea of beating Ye Feng. 

After all, Ye Feng is nothing, but his Laozi is a real master. 

To offend the master for millions, unless he is crazy. 

Ye Feng’s father Ye Ming glanced at Shen Qiansan, and said lightly: “Shen Qiansan, don’t go too far!” 

Ye Ming faintly threatened: “Can you two master guards protect you for the rest of your life? Moreover, 

even with their protection, I can kill you easily!” 

The guards of the two grandmasters looked solemn, they were just new grandmasters, and they were 

indeed not Ye Ming’s opponents. 

A guard said solemnly: “The third child, apologize!” 

Humiliation flashed across Shen Qiansan’s face, but after so many years of hard work, he was able to 

bend and stretch. 

He stood up and apologized: “Uncle Ye, it’s my nephew that is wrong. I will come to apologize personally 

in the next day.” 

Ye Ming snorted and stopped looking at Shen Qiansan. 

On the side of the ancient warrior, he started booing again, laughing at the many rich men. 



“Crude Takeshi!” 

Many rich people can only sit there with an ugly face, looking very depressed. 

Where no one could see from above, Lin Yuan stood with his hands behind his hands, a sneer on his 

gloomy face. 

At this moment, the door of the hall suddenly opened, and a group of people came in. 

All the ancient warriors in the hall were shocked, couldn’t help standing up, and looked over 

respectfully. 

Many rich people didn’t want to stand up, but many ancient warriors on the opposite side looked over 

coldly. 

They had no choice but to stand up and greet the people who came. 

At this moment, Jiang He, who had not shown his face, also suddenly appeared and greeted him. 

Jiang He was full of smiles, and said from afar, “Master Jinchi is here. It’s really a blessing for Sansheng 

to shine in Xia Pengxun!” 

The comer is the Jin family led by Jin Chi! 

Jin Chi also smiled and said, “Grandmaster Jiang He, don’t dislike the old man’s harassment.” 

The two talked and laughed, walked to a table in the middle of the front, and sat down. 

Jin Chi said with a smile, “It turned out that the old man arrived first.” 

He glanced at the audience and said lightly: “Sit down.” 

The voice is majestic and plain, everyone dare not follow it! 
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Everyone in the hall just sat down, but saw that the door was pushed open again. 

“It’s Grand Master Lin Hong!” 

Many ancient warriors quickly stood up and greeted them respectfully. 

The rich people had no choice but to stand up to greet each other. 

Immediately afterwards, there were Grand Master Liu Shadong, Grand Master Tang Feng, and finally 

Grand Master Huo Huang. 

Everyone in the hall has also been standing, welcoming them. 

Every great master walked and led a large number of people. 

When the other great masters came in, their expressions were still calm, and Jiang He was greeted with 

a smiling face. 

Only when the fire emperor came in, his face was very gloomy, his aura was like a depressed volcano. 



The Huo family behind him also looked ugly, staring at Jiang He with hatred in their eyes. 

Everyone looked strange when they saw this scene. 

Seven days ago, Huohuang’s youngest son died in Jiang He’s hands. 

Will these two fight directly? 

The Emperor Huo looked at Jiang He with a sneer on his face. 

Don’t you want to hold a celebration banquet, I will let your celebration banquet go to waste! 

The fire emperor fell in one step, and the ground made of pure jade cracked open, extending like a 

spider web in all directions. 

At the same time, his aura broke out unscrupulously. 

Everyone in the hall instantly turned on their backs and panicked. 

Jiang He’s complexion changed, and he coldly shouted, “Huo Sovereign, what are you doing?” 

The Emperor Huo sneered: “I’m celebrating your success!” 

As the fire emperor said, he took another step. 

“Click” 

This time, the ground cracked directly, and the jade began to shatter. 

Several great masters sat in the distance, watching with cold eyes. 

The surrounding ancient warriors seemed to face Tianwei, with awe on their faces. 

Those rich people are even worse. In their eyes, the current fire emperor is like a majestic mountain, 

leaning against them at any time. 

Jiang He’s face was gloomy, and he finally began to regret it. 

If he messed up the celebration banquet, his master would certainly not let him go. 

On the top eighth floor, Lin Yuan looked gloomy and cursed in a low voice, “This idiot!” 

He turned his head and ordered: “Anonymous, you can come forward too.” 

Wuming arched his hands and said: “Yes!” 

The nameless figure flickered, turning into a shadow and swimming from above to the hall downstairs. 

A shadow suddenly appeared beside Jiang He, and gradually condensed into a nameless figure. 

“It’s him!” 

The pupils of all the great masters present shrank and recognized the old man who besieged Lin Kai that 

day. 



Anonymous looked at the Emperor Huo, and said with a smile, “Brother Huo, how about giving face? 

Don’t make trouble!” 

He and Jiang He exuded momentum at the same time, directly pressing on the Fire Emperor. 

“boom!” 

The shocking weather swept away, directly pressing on the Huohuang body. 

The fire emperor’s complexion was flushed, and he could no longer step down. 

He roared in a low voice, and a fire ignited in his eyes. 

At this moment, the astonishing coercion subsided like a tide. 

Wuming smiled and said: “Brother Huo, please come to the table. How?” 

The fire emperor’s face was gloomy and uncertain, and now two great masters appeared, and he had 

already lost the qualifications to cause trouble. 

Otherwise, facing two great masters at the same time, his life may not be saved. 

At this time, Jin Chi smiled and said, “Old Huo, let’s sit together.” 

Several other people also spoke and invited the Emperor of Fire. 

The Emperor Huo let out a cold snort and sat down. 

Wuming smiled slightly and stepped back to show that Jiang He was still in charge. 

Jiang He glanced around and said loudly: “Since everyone is here, let’s start a table.” 

The Emperor Huo interrupted Jiang He and said loudly: “Fart, Grandmaster Lin Kai hasn’t arrived yet, 

haven’t you invited him? Do you look down on Grandmaster Lin Kai?” 

A smile appeared in everyone’s eyes, and it seemed that the emperor Huo didn’t give up and wanted to 

give Jiang He eye drops. 

Jiang He’s expression remained unchanged, and said, “Grandmaster Lin Kai is the youngest grandmaster 

in the East China Sea. Why didn’t I invite him?” 

Jiang He looked embarrassed and said, “Unfortunately, the auspicious time has come. Lin Kai hasn’t 

come yet, maybe not.” 

“Who can’t tell?” 

A clear voice came in from outside the door. 

There was no wind and the door opened automatically on both sides. 

A handsome young man walked in, dressed in a white robe embroidered with gold-rimmed moire 

patterns, with long hair casually floating. 

On the eighth floor of the Leiyuan Group, Lin Yuan was hiding in the dark, looking at Lin Kai with a bitter 

expression on his face. 



Especially after seeing Lin Kai’s indescribable demeanor, his heart burned even more. 

When everyone in the hall saw Lin Kai, their expressions were stunned. 

There are many great masters present, and everyone has their own demeanor and is the overlord of one 

party. 

However, after Lin Kai appeared, he was like a sun, and everything was eclipsed in front of him. 

Even other great masters must avoid their edge. 

Most of them are even more complicated. 

On that day, they all wanted to take action against Lin Kai, but later they even got Lin Kai’s benefits, and 

their realm was greatly improved. 

Tang Ying looked obsessed, and the love in his eyes was naked, looking at Lin Kai scorchingly. 

Lin Kai’s steps seemed to have been measured. When he walked to the door, his steps fell on the 

ground. 

Jiang He greeted him and laughed loudly: “Master Lin Kai, you are finally here. Please come in quickly!” 

Lin Kai clasped his fists and smiled lightly: “Grandmaster Jiang He, please!” 

When Lin Kai walked to the table where the great masters were sitting, all the great masters who had 

not stood up after sitting down all stood up. 

All the great masters smiled, and said politely, “Mr. Lin, please!” 

Lin Kai nodded, clasped his fist and said, “Please!” 

Jiang He’s expression changed, and the attitude of these great masters towards Lin Kai was obviously 

different from that of others. 

All of them were very proud, but only when facing Lin Kai, they all became very polite. 

Above the tall buildings, Lin Yuan also noticed all this, and his expression became more gloomy. 

Jiang He smiled and said, “Brother Lin, please sit down quickly.” 

Lin Kai raised his hand and said faintly: “Just wait.” 

“Ok?” 

All the great masters looked at Lin Kai suspiciously, only the Emperor Huo showed an excited gaze. 

Could it be that Lin Kai is going to attack it? 

Jiang He asked suspiciously, “I wonder if Brother Lin has anything else to advise?” 

“I don’t dare to be advice.” Lin Kai waved his hand and said calmly: “However, since Leiyuan Group 

invited us to the celebration banquet, the real chairman should also come out.” 



Jiang He’s expression changed, and he smiled and said, “Brother Lin, next is the chairman of Leiyuan 

Group!” 

Lin Kai laughed and said, “I thought Lin Yuan was your chairman.” 

Jiang He also smiled, not picking up Lin Kai’s words. 

“However, Lin Yuan still has to come out.” 

Lin Kai looked up and said quietly, “Cousin Lin Yuan, cousin is here, won’t you come out to meet him?” 

Chapter 1894: Confrontation 

As soon as these words came out, several great masters raised their heads in shock. 

They looked at each other, a solemn look appeared in their eyes. 

None of them found anyone hiding there upstairs. 

For them, it is almost impossible. 

Just now, when Wuming was upstairs, they could perceive it clearly. 

Even if Wuming hides his breath, the power of blood on his body is as conspicuous as firelight. 

Now, Lin Kai actually said that someone was hiding there upstairs, which shocked them very much. 

Especially Liu Shadong’s face turned red in a moment. 

A gleam of light flashed in his eyes, and he couldn’t care less about being rude, and he looked directly 

upstairs fiercely. 

His eyes see through directly, making everything upstairs invisible. 

However, Liu Shadong’s complexion changed hard to look. 

He said in a deep voice, “I didn’t see anything…” 

The expressions of the others changed, and their expressions became very solemn. 

Jiang He quickly said, “Of course I haven’t seen anything, there is no one upstairs.” 

Lin Kai smiled coldly and said lightly: “Really?” 

A golden light flashed in Lin Kai’s eyes, and the huge power of divine consciousness slammed directly 

into the sky like a sharp sword. 

In an instant, his spirit reached the place where Lin Yuan was hiding. 

A sharp expression flashed across Lin Kai’s face, and the huge power of divine consciousness blasted 

directly towards Lin Yuan without mercy. 

Lin Yuan’s complexion changed, a flash of thunder flashed in his eyes, and he blasted Lin Kai’s divine 

power with a punch. 



“boom!” 

An invisible huge force burst out directly, causing the surrounding tables and chairs to be torn to pieces. 

Lin Kai retracted his spiritual thought, raised his eyebrows, and said with a sneer at the corner of his 

mouth: “Interesting. The mere ancient martial artist has actually cultivated his spiritual consciousness.” 

Upstairs, Lin Yuan was panting heavily, with bloodshot eyes in his eyes. 

“How did you cultivate such a huge power of divine mind?” 

Lin Yuan was shocked in his eyes and looked at Lin Kai stubbornly. 

With the realm of a great master, he cultivated the power of divine consciousness, and he was regarded 

by his master as a talented person. 

However, compared to Lin Kai, his spirit was like a candlelight next to the sun, so bleak. 

Even his master does not have such a terrifying power of divine consciousness. 

He had just exploded with the power of divine mind and wanted to confront Lin Kai. 

Fortunately, he noticed it in time, took his divine consciousness back into his mind, and exploded with a 

powerful energy of qi and blood, and then shook Lin Kai’s divine consciousness. 

Otherwise, the confrontation between the two divine thoughts would instantly be torn to pieces by Lin 

Kai’s divine thoughts. 

In that way, his soul will be severely damaged, unconscious, and amnesia is possible. 

Lin Yuan’s shot completely exposed his figure. 

Other great masters also found a thunderous, majestic Lin Yuan. 

Lin Yuan’s face was gloomy, he didn’t plan to show up today. 

However, now that he has been exposed, he has to show himself. 

He walked down, shaking his mind. 

You know, he had deliberately calculated it before, and it was Shang Shang Ji. 

However, the current situation is heading in an uncontrollable direction. 

Lin Yuan pinched a calculation, the future became chaotic, and it was impossible to calculate it at all. 

“Is it because of Lin Kai?” 

Lin Yuan walked into the hall, and everyone could see his face clearly. 

“what’s the situation?” 

In the hall, everyone’s eyes widened, looking at Lin Kai and Lin Yuan. 

“Why do these two people look so alike?” 



“Nonsense. I can’t say it’s like, I can only say it’s exactly the same!” 

Everyone started talking in shock 

Tang Ying’s expression was also very shocked. She had heard Lin Kai say that this cousin was very similar 

to him, but she didn’t expect to look like this to such an extent. 

When she heard everyone saying that Lin Yuan and Lin Kai were exactly the same, her eyebrows stood 

upside down. 

She stood up and said loudly, “Are you blind? Lin Kai is much handsomer than this guy. Didn’t you find 

that Lin Kai’s temperament is 10,000 times better than him? Comparing the two, it looks like The stars in 

the sky are the same as the cow dung on the ground!” 

Everyone convulsed and looked at Tang Ying speechlessly. 

However, after Tang Ying’s reminder, they also found the difference between the two. 

Lin Kai’s expression was plain, full of temperament, elegant and noble, and everyone believed that he 

was an immortal. 

And this man who is very similar to Lin Kai has a gloomy look on his face, and his temperament is like a 

beast, he will choose people and eat at any time, making everyone feel like a thorny back, which is very 

uncomfortable. . 

Hearing everyone’s comments, Lin Yuan’s expression changed a few times. Because of the fluctuations 

in the face of Lin Xinxing, he even forgot to cover up his breath. 

He took a deep breath, and his expression became flat. 

The aura on his body also became elegant and noble, as if he were exactly the same as Lin Kai. 

The change of Lin Yuan’s breath made everyone’s expressions bewildered again. 

These two people still look like! 

Lin Yuan walked in front of Lin Kai and said with a look of enthusiasm: “Lin Kai, it’s been a long time 

since I saw you.” 

Lin Kai looked at Lin Yuan calmly, the infinite murderous intent in his eyes burst out, making the entire 

hall extremely cold. 

Lin Yuan looked at him, and lightning flashed on his body, looking at Lin Kai as if he was facing an enemy. 

Wuming and Jiang He also jumped and came to Lin Yuan’s side. 

Everyone in the hall trembled and looked at Lin Kai in horror. 

The momentum that Lin Kai exudes now is too strong, and the fierce murderous intent makes everyone 

tremble and frighten. 

Tang Ying’s face also turned pale, she had never seen Lin Kai’s murderous intent so intense. 

What exactly did Lin Yuan do to make Lin Kai so angry? 



She was worried in her heart and couldn’t help but cried out: “Lin Kai…” 

Hearing Tang Ying’s voice, Lin Kai’s eyes filled with murderous intent changed, and finally a trace of 

clarity was restored in his angry heart. 

He suppressed his murderous intent, glanced at Tang Ying, and nodded slightly to her. 

Lin Kai took a deep look at Lin Yuan, then turned around and walked to the seat and sat down. 

“Ok?” 

Lin Yuan frowned, but his mind became uneasy. 

With Lin Kai’s temper, when Lin Yuan was discovered, he would immediately take action to kill him for 

revenge. 

Now, Lin Kai didn’t say a word and didn’t do anything. 

What idea did he make? 

Lin Kai sat in the seat, muttering in his heart: “You must kill your heart to kill!” 

Lin Yuan’s greatest ambition in this life, strength, wealth, and power he wanted to reach the peak. 

Lin Yuan almost did something that made Lin Kai regret for life, he wouldn’t just kill Lin Yuan like that. 

Lin Kai wanted to ruin Lin Yuan, and after he was desperate, let him die in despair! 

Lin Yuan walked to the front and said loudly: 

“Everyone, please introduce yourself. I am Lin Yuan, an ancient warrior, and I am fortunate to be 

promoted to the realm of Grand Master!” 

Speaking of this, Lin Yuan directly released the shocking weather that belonged to his great master! 

Chapter 1895: Quick Master 

An astonishing aura erupted from Lin Yuan and swept the entire hall. 

Everyone looked dazed and looked at Lin Yuan blankly. 

After Lin Kai, the young grandmaster, another grandmaster finally appeared. 

Moreover, this great master is also so young. 

What is even more incredible is that these two great masters are still two brothers, and they look so 

alike. 

“Fortunately they are enemies…” 

This idea flashed through their minds, especially in the hearts of the Grand Master. 

Lin Yuan saw the shocked look of everyone, and deep in his eyes showed a very satisfied expression. 



He smiled slightly and said loudly: “I said this, not to show off. It’s just to be promoted to Grand Master, 

but that’s all.” 

Everyone present twitched and smiled awkwardly. 

This is Versailles, pretend to be in front of them? 

Lin Yuan continued: “Everyone, you may think I’m talking big, but my words come from the bottom of 

my heart.” 

Lin Yuan pointed to Jiang He and said lightly: “You are not familiar with me. However, there must be 

many people who know Jiang He.” 

“Jiang He, he was just Wu Sheng ten years ago.” Lin Yuan said calmly: “I’m not afraid to tell everyone, 

five years ago, he was just Wu Sheng!” 

Lin Yuan glanced at everyone, and said word by word: “In other words, it took Jiang He only five years to 

become a great master!” 

Everyone was shocked, they had already thought of this. 

Moreover, the facts are even more exaggerated than they thought. 

Everyone, including Lin Kaixin, had a question mark. 

How did they do that? 

You know, there are too many grandmaster pinnacle masters who are stuck in this level and cannot be 

promoted. 

Not to mention, in just five years, he has become a great master from Wusheng. 

Lin Yuan saw the curiosity in everyone’s eyes, and a smile appeared at the corner of his mouth. 

The fish has taken the bait! 

However, this is not enough! 

Lin Yuan clapped his hands, and ten strong men walked out from behind him. 

Their eyes shone brightly and their temples were high and bulging, and they looked like Guwu masters. 

Everyone’s complexion changed, and they seemed to realize something. 

Several great masters had already shown shocked eyes. 

Lin Yuan smiled slightly, raised his hand, and the ten men took a step forward. 

“boom!” 

A huge wave radiated directly from them, and the amazing momentum made the chandeliers in the hall 

sway, and the tables and chairs trembled. 

These ten men are all masters in the master realm! 



Except for everyone who was surprised by the Grand Master, their complexion turned pale, and their 

hearts were extremely depressed. 

Fortunately, as soon as this momentum was released, everyone’s complexion became better. 

Lin Yuan smiled and said: “Everyone has seen it too, they are all ancient warriors in the master realm!” 

Everyone looked shocked, unable to believe everything in front of them. 

You know, these ten men are not old men, but strong men in their thirties. 

In this golden age, promoted to the realm of masters. 

In the East China Sea, there is no one but a peerless genius. 

However, ten such peerless geniuses appeared casually here. 

How can this not shock them, not shock them? 

“Strange, how do I think there is someone who looks particularly like my neighbor, the frog?” 

Suddenly, a voice murmured. 

“I seem to know that person too. Isn’t he my nephew from afar?” 

The other person also showed a surprised look and murmured: “A few years ago, he went to sea for 

business but disappeared. Is it really him?” 

Not only the two of them, but also other voices constantly appeared, and the voices were full of shock 

and incredible. 

Most of these ten strong men actually knew each other. 

These ten men are especially like the ten men who disappeared in Donghai three to five years ago. 

However, the person they knew was just an ordinary person, not even an ancient warrior! 

Now, these ten men are all real masters! 

How is this possible? 

Suddenly, one of the ten masters showed white teeth, and smiled at an old man: “Second Uncle, long 

time no see!” 

“Zhang’er, is it really you?” 

The old man’s lips trembled and his expression became extremely excited. 

The other nine men also looked at people they knew and greeted them. 

“Oh my God, it’s really them!” 

“What happened to them all these years?” 

Everyone present became incredible and screamed loudly. 



What’s happening now has completely shocked their three views, and they suspected that they were in 

a dream for several times. 

All the great masters’ expressions became solemn, and their hearts were vigilant and shocked. 

The Leiyuan Group’s current strength is too strong. 

It is so powerful that it can crush any great master’s family. 

Even if the three families join forces, they can be equal to Leiyuan Group. 

What’s more, these ten men, including Jiang He, have undergone such drastic changes within a few 

years. 

Who knows how much power is hidden in the dark? 

Several great masters, especially the Emperor Huo, his face was already black like the bottom of a pot. 

He has already made enemies with Jiang He. The stronger the Leiyuan Group, the more disturbed he will 

be! 

Of all the people present, only Lin Kai’s complexion was still calm, as calm as a mirror, without a trace of 

ripples. 

Lin Yuan’s Yu Guang saw Lin Kai’s expression, and a trace of tyranny flashed in his heart. 

He has shown such a powerful force, doesn’t Lin Kai put him in his eyes? 

Still calm on the surface, but panicked in his heart. 

Lin Yuan thought maliciously. 

Lin Yuan waved his hand, causing the ten masters to retreat. 

The ten masters saluted respectfully, and then walked out. 

Lin Yuan looked at the crowd and asked indifferently: “Everyone, do you have anything to ask?” 

Shen Qiansan raised his hand abruptly, and Lin Yuan smiled and said, “Please speak.” 

Shen Qiansan looked excited, his face flushed faintly, and he asked excitedly: “I think these ten masters 

were ordinary people a few years ago, and they all became masters in just a few years. Could it be that 

they are all ordinary people? Is it a unique genius in ancient martial arts?” 

After asking, Shen Qiansan’s eyes stared at Lin Yuan, as if he were a peerless beauty. 

Lin Yuan didn’t care, and smiled lightly: “Of course not, they are just ordinary men.” 

Shen Qiansan was dissatisfied with Lin Yuan’s reply and continued to ask: “Then why, are they the 

master?” 

With an extremely confident expression on Lin Yuan’s face, he said calmly, “Because, one of the luckiest 

things in their lives is that they met our Leiyuan Group!” 

“So, they became masters!” 



Shen Qiansan took a deep breath and asked the question he cared most. 

His voice became trembling, and he asked: “Then can I become a strong man like them?” 

In the hall, both ordinary people and ancient warriors stared at Lin Yuan. 

Lin Yuan smiled, smiling very brightly! 

Chapter 1896 Gene Medicine 

With a bright smile on Lin Yuan’s face, he said loudly, “Of course it can!” 

Lin Yuan glanced at everyone, and a clear voice resounded throughout the hall: 

“Not only you can, but everyone present can do it!” 

“Wow…” 

Everyone in the entire hall started making a loud noise with excitement. After they heard Lin Yuan’s 

words, their expressions became extremely crazy. 

Which one of them does not have a martial arts dream? 

The master of martial arts is the end of everyone’s dream. 

However, they have no talent for martial arts and can only become ordinary people. 

Or the talent is average, can only be an ordinary ancient warrior. 

The Grand Master is too far away for them, beyond reach! 

Now, Lin Yuan actually said that all of them can become masters! 

This will change the East China Sea! 

No, it is the biggest thing that has changed the whole world! 

In the scene, most of the people were cheering and cheering. 

Only the ancient warriors of the Grandmaster Realm, their complexion was a bit ugly. 

Even looking at Lin Yuan’s eyes showed hostility. 

What does Lin Yuan mean? 

How much hardships these masters have suffered and how many resources they have used before they 

become master masters. 

Now, you actually said that an ordinary person can become a master in a few years. 

Then their efforts for so many years have become a joke? 

Lin Yuan also noticed the unkind gazes of all the masters, but he looked calm and not anxious at all. 

At this moment, a grandmaster’s expression changed and he asked loudly, “Grandmaster Lin Yuan, then 

can we become grandmasters like you?” 



Lin Yuan smiled calmly and said, “Of course. Everyone has the opportunity to become a great master!” 

Hearing Lin Yuan’s words, all the masters were shocked, and their expressions became excited. 

Only after becoming a grandmaster can you know how far away the grandmaster is from them. 

It can even be said that the Great Master is already a different species, a higher-level life. 

At this time, the five great masters couldn’t sit still, and they stood up at the same time, scanning the 

audience with indifferent eyes. 

The people present only felt a cold current straight into their hearts, and their boiling blood instantly 

calmed down because of their excitement. 

The five great masters all looked at Lin Yuan together, who had completely offended them by what Lin 

Yuan said just now. 

If they don’t stand up again, who will make the final decision for this East China Sea? 

Liu Shadong looked at Lin Yuan coldly, and said coldly, “Master Lin Yuan, are you trying to cause turmoil 

in the East China Sea? If everyone in the East China Sea becomes a master, do you know what will 

happen?” 

The ancient warriors were full of enthusiasm, and would fight if they didn’t agree. 

If they all become great masters, then the entire East China Sea can’t be directly sunk? 

Lin Yuan smiled slightly and was about to speak. 

At this time, Lin Kai laughed loudly. 

Everyone at the scene looked at Lin Kai together, with a puzzled look. 

Lin Yuan’s expression was gloomy for a moment, and then asked with a brilliant smile: “Cousin, what can 

I do?” 

Lin Kai smiled and looked at the five great masters, and said, “Are you frightened by Lin Yuan’s 

bragging?” 

Lin Yuan’s face sank, and he said coldly: “Lin Kai, what do you mean?” 

Lin Kai smiled faintly: “It’s a simple truth. If it is so easy to become a grandmaster or even a 

grandmaster, isn’t your Leiyuan Group all a grandmaster?” 

“Why there are only three Great Masters, and one of them is still a wretched old man?” 

Wuming’s face twitched, and he lay down his gun inexplicably. 

“Yes, that’s the truth!” 

At this time, the people present became a little more sober. 

The five great masters also showed shame and sat down. 

They were also too shocked that they were led by the nose by Lin Yuan. 



Lin Yuan snorted and said, “Of course it is not that simple to become a grandmaster or even a great 

master.” 

Lin Yuan smiled bitterly, and said, “Every level of advancement requires a lot of wealth. Grandmaster 

promotion to Grand Master requires a high price of wealth. Therefore, Leiyuan Group has only three of 

us Grand Masters.” 

Lin Yuan looked at the crowd and said solemnly: “Apart from wealth, the biggest benefit is that there is 

no bottleneck. As long as you have enough wealth, you can even turn from an ordinary person to a great 

master within a year!” 

Shen Qiansan’s eyes were full of light, but he was worth tens of billions. 

Few people were richer than him. 

One of them asked loudly, “What’s the use of wealth, can you become stronger if you have money?” 

Lin Yuan said lightly: “Of course, you can become stronger if you have money!” 

Lin Yuan said proudly: “We, Leiyuan Group, are committed to the development of human biology.” 

“Since the emergence of Guwu, we spent a lot of wealth and time to develop a method that relies on 

medicine to change genes and obtain evolutionary flesh.” 

Tang Feng raised his eyebrows and asked, “How to evolve the body?” 

Liu Shadong’s expression also changed, and he groaned: “I have seen something wrong with these ten 

grandmasters. Thinking about it now, they seem to have only the vitality of the grandmaster level, but 

they lack the inner strength of the grandmaster level!” 

Liu Shadong said solemnly: “Could it be that they are just evolving bodies, not real ancient warriors?” 

Lin Yuan showed a surprised look on his face and smiled: “Grandmaster Liu Shadong has good eyesight. 

Instead of calling them ancient warriors, I would rather call them evolutionaries!” 

“The evolutionary?” 

When everyone heard this fresh vocabulary, they couldn’t help making a noise. 

“interesting.” 

Lin Kai rubbed his chin, showing a look of interest. 

When some ancient warriors heard Lin Yuan’s words, they lost most of their interest. 

The five great masters also put their minds down in half. 

As for why they didn’t put down the other half, it was because they didn’t know how much it would cost 

this so-called potion to become a master-level evolutionary. 

Shen Qiansan, no matter what ancient warrior or evolutionary, he wants powerful power! 

Shen Qian three voices asked: “How much does it cost to become a master-level evolutionary?” 



Lin Yuan smiled and said: “The gene medicine that our group has just developed is divided into five 

grades.” 

“Respectively, type D at the warrior level, type B at the martial artist level, type B at the martial arts 

level, type A at the grandmaster level, and type S genetic medicine at the grand master level!” 

Lin Yuan explained: “If you want to become an evolver, you must start with D-type genetic medicine. 

Then, level by level upwards, and finally inject S-type genetic medicine to become a master-level 

evolver.” 

Lin Yuan said regretfully: “It’s a pity, because of the shortage of resources, there is only one S-type 

genetic medicine for the time being.” 

Hearing Lin Yuan said that when there was only one place to become a great master, the breathing of 

everyone present became swift. 

Even the faces of several great masters showed an expression of certainty. 

They will get this S-type genetic medicine anyway! 

Chapter 1897 Lin Yuan, You Are My Dog 

Lin Kai concentrated, has Leiyuan Group’s biotechnology reached this level? 

With what genetic medicine can he become a master-level evolutionary all the way? 

This is an epoch-making significance. If it is true, Lin Yuan has made an indelible contribution to this 

world. 

After the banquet was over, Lin Kai believed that soon the whole country and the whole world would 

know about it. 

The whole world will know Lin Yuan’s prestige, and Lin Yuan will become the hottest figure in the world. 

It’s just that Lin Kai felt that it wasn’t that simple, maybe there was a conspiracy he didn’t understand. 

Shen Qiansan was already a little impatient. He asked loudly, “Grandmaster Lin Yuan, when will it start 

selling?” 

Lin Yuan smiled and said, “Only D-type genetic medicine is sold today. Please rest assured, today’s 

guests can get a copy of genetic medicine.” 

Lin Yuan smiled again: “Of course, you can also choose not to buy, and never force it.” 

Someone worriedly asked: “How much is that portion?” 

The others nodded quickly and talked for a long time without saying the price. 

If it is too expensive, they may not be able to buy it. 

Lin Yuan smiled lightly and said, “Please rest assured, a D-type genetic medicine only costs one million 

yuan!” 

“hiss…” 



Everyone took a breath, feeling both expensive and cheap. 

It’s cheap because one million yuan is easy for them to take out. 

Expensive because this is just a D-type genetic medicine. 

After injecting it, there is only the strength of the martial artist, and some are too tasteless. 

Lin Yuan glanced at the audience and said calmly: “Don’t think that genetic medicine is too expensive. 

Only by taking D-type genetic medicine can you take higher-level genetic medicine. Therefore, I want to 

become a stronger evolutionary, D-type genetic medicine. Gene medicine must be bought.” 

Shen Wan said three times loudly: “Needless to say, I’ll buy it!” 

At the same time, many people shouted loudly. 

One million is really nothing to them. 

On the contrary, it takes only 10 billion to become an evolutionary, which is a matter of waking up in a 

dream. 

There are only some ancient warriors who are entangled. 

Because the D-type genetic medicine is of no use to them, but it costs one million in vain. 

But for a higher model of genetic medicine, they also had to bite their teeth and buy it. 

A master master suddenly asked: “When can I sell higher-level genetic medicine?” 

Lin Yuan smiled and said: “Leiyuan Group is preparing to organize an auction. One month later, other 

types of genetic medicine will appear at the auction.” 

“Of course, we will also launch other kinds of medicines invented by the group. Please don’t miss it!” 

“auctions?” 

Everyone’s heart sank, since the auction is open, the one with the highest price will win. 

And it will take a month! 

There are many rich people in Donghai Province, but compared to the rich people in the world, that is 

nothing. 

At that time, how many high-level genetic medicines can they get in Donghae Province? 

However, Lin Yuan seemed to be able to see through their hearts and said directly: “Of course, 10% of 

the genetic medicine must be sold to the locals of Donghai Province. This is also considered as a trivial 

contribution that Donghai Province can make. ” 

Hearing this, everyone showed gratitude. 

Tears appeared in the eyes of some people excited. 

One person choked and said, “I have the honor to have such a good person as Grand Master Lin Yuan in 

Donghai Province. It’s really a blessing for me Donghai!” 



The others nodded one after another, their eyes showing very moved expressions. 

Lin Yuan stood with his hands behind, smiling calmly in front of everyone. 

Lin Kai looked on with cold eyes, he was very sure that Lin Yuan enjoyed the eyes of everyone now! 

Lin Yuan has a perverted obsession with fame, power, money, and power. 

Now, with the advent of genetic medicine, these things will follow one after another. 

Before long, Lin Yuan’s ambition will be greatly satisfied, and even complete! 

Lin Yuan smiled and said: “Since everyone is here, let’s have a banquet first. When it is over, if you want 

to buy genetic medicine, please contact the staff!” 

Although everyone was anxious, since Lin Yuan had already spoken, they naturally followed it very 

much. 

When the banquet began, everyone chatted in full swing. 

However, their topics are all about genetic medicine and Lin Yuan. 

Everyone even surrounded Lin Yuan, and toasted to him with a look of admiration. 

Lin Yuan greeted everyone with a faint smile, very easy to do. 

At the forefront, Lin Kai and a few great masters sat there with faint expressions, few people paid 

attention to them, and most of them surrounded Lin Yuan. 

The Emperor Huo sneered: “Everyone, it feels uncomfortable to be ignored.” 

Jin Chi shook his head and said indifferently: “It’s a mere vain name, have we ever cared.” 

Jin Chi looked at several people and asked in a deep voice, “What do you think of this genetic 

medicine?” 

The Emperor Huo sneered: “What else can I say, I can only say that it is awesome!” 

Jin Chi frowned and said, “Does this kind of medicine really exist in the world that can give ordinary 

people the power of a great master?” 

Liu Shadong said solemnly: “However, those ten evolutionaries are indeed different from ordinary 

masters. If it were not for genetic medicine, how did they do it?” 

Tang Feng also continued: “Yes. And they just bought it out with an upright attitude, which shows that 

they have enough confidence!” 

Lin Kai turned his eyes, looked at Lin Hong, and asked with a smile: “Uncle Lin, what do you think of this 

matter?” 

Lin Hong said: “After we get the genetic medicine, don’t we know if we give it a try?” 

“If it’s fake, can you hide it from the whole world?” 

Many great masters nodded and approved Lin Hong’s opinion. 



Lin Kai also smiled slightly, noncommittal. 

Suddenly, the Emperor Huo said meaningfully: “If the genetic medicine is really so magical, then Donghai 

will become Lin Yuan’s world in the future.” 

Several other great masters became silent one after another, their eyes gloomy. 

After a while, Lin Yuan Shi Shiran walked over. 

Several great masters showed smiles on their faces and greeted Lin Yuan enthusiastically. 

Lin Yuan also said apologetically: “Everyone, I’m really negligent!” 

Several great masters quickly said: “Maybe it’s a matter!” 

Lin Yuan looked at Lin Kai and invited, “Lin Kai, you and I are brothers. It’s good, it’s impossible to forget 

you. Come and help me! If you have money, let’s make it together!” 

Several great masters looked at Lin Kai together with awe-inspiring expressions. 

If Lin Kai and Lin Yuan unite, all of them will not be opponents together! 

Lin Kai sneered and snorted coldly: “Lin Yuan, you used to be one of my dogs! Now, where is your 

qualification to let me do things for you?” 

“I hope you can keep your mouth hard and don’t have a day to beg me!” 

Lin Yuan’s face was gloomy, he glanced at Lin Kai gloomily, and shook his hand and left. 

Chapter 1898 

The people in the hall looked at Lin Kai with strange expressions, as if they were looking at a fool. 

Don’t you know how to hold a thigh like Lin Yuan? 

Could it be that you have such arrogance just because you are a great master? 

“Some people just don’t know where they are. They think that they are invincible in martial arts, so they 

don’t need to put anyone in their eyes.” 

“Hehe, when there are countless great masters in this world due to Great Master Lin Yuan, I don’t know 

if that person is still so arrogant?” 

“Hmph, I’m afraid he was like a dog at that time, kneeling in front of Grand Master Lin Yuan and begging 

for mercy!” 

Some people were talking to each other and mocking Lin Kai. 

Of course, Lin Kai is a great master after all, they dare not mock Lin Kai openly. 

I just glanced at Lin Kai from the corner of his eye, and said something that was neither good nor bad. 

They thought it was so, Lin Kai had nothing to do with them. 

“Tsk tsk.” 



The other great masters’ faces were slightly cold, and there was a cold light in their eyes. 

Lin Kaikai lowered the wine glass in his hand and slowly stood up. 

In the hall, those who were talking about Lin Kai also stopped their voices, because they were still hiding 

behind because of their guilty conscience. 

Lin Kai walked slowly in front of everyone, and said calmly: “Everyone who spoke just now comes out. I 

can forget the blame.” 

Everyone looked at each other and moved their eyes with guilty conscience. 

Lin Kai stood quietly for a few seconds, but no one came out. 

His face turned cold, and he stretched out a palm. 

One of them changed his face. He walked out with a cold sweat on his face. He knelt in front of Lin Kai 

and begged for mercy: 

“Grandmaster Lin Kai, I was stunned just now before I said something. Please forgive me.” 

Lin Kai looked at him indifferently, and said lightly: “I’m late to come out, so cut off my arm.” 

“what?” 

Everyone looked at Lin Kai angrily. He had already admitted his mistake, and even let him cut off his 

arm, which is really deceiving! 

Some people even sneered, secretly saying that this person is really stupid. 

If you don’t admit it, you’ll be fine. 

Now, let’s see how he steps down! 

The man saw that Lin Kai didn’t seem to be joking, so he smiled miserably, and hammered his right fist 

fiercely at the joint of his left arm. 

“Click” 

His left arm was directly twisted, and puffs of sweat the size of soybeans appeared on his forehead. 

“He actually did it?” 

Everyone was frightened by this scene, it was so cruel to break their arms. 

Why did he do this? 

At this time, other people who had been cynical and sarcasm couldn’t help trembling. They thought it 

seemed to be worse today! 

Lin Kai nodded and said calmly: “Go to the other side.” 

The man was overjoyed and said gratefully: “Thank you Grand Master.” 

Lin Kai raised his hand and grabbed it forward. 



Pieces of invisible hands appeared in the void, rushed directly into the crowd, and captured more than 

20 people. 

Those people were suspended in the air, struggling constantly. 

They looked shocked and shouted: “Let go of me, why are you arresting me?” 

“Could it be that just because you are a great master, can you be lawless?” 

They panicked when they saw Lin Kai’s expression indifferent and ignored their calls. 

They looked at the other great masters, and pleaded loudly: “Several great masters, Lin Kai is too much. 

We are all innocent people. As the patron saint of the East China Sea, shouldn’t you stop Lin Kai’s 

atrocities? ?” 

The Emperor Huo sneered: “Innocent people? Did you mock Mr. Lin Kai just now?” 

One person blushed and said, “What’s the matter with taunting him? Still not letting people talk?” 

The Emperor of Fire looked at them pityingly, exuding a coercion, and said solemnly: “The Great Master 

must not be insulted!” 

The other great masters also had cold expressions, exuding an aura of coercion. 

“Grandmaster can’t be insulted?” 

The people in the hall chanted this sentence. 

In the ancient martial arts world, everyone knows that Grand Master has the most powerful power in 

this world. 

Anyone who violates the majesty of the great master must pay a price! 

This is the great master not to be insulted! 

Lin Kai looked at more than twenty people in the air, his face suddenly cold, and he shook his palms 

severely. 

“Crack!” 

The limbs of the people in the air were directly twisted by a powerful force. 

“what!” 

Their eyes burst with pain. 

Some people fainted directly! 

Lin Kai threw them on the ground casually, and said indifferently: “Small punishments and great 

warnings, let’s not take it as an example!” 

Their limbs were twisted, and their faces were painful and angry. 

However, they didn’t dare to scold Lin Kai again. 



The great master must not humiliate this sentence, it was deeply remembered by them. 

And the man who broke his arm was also grateful. 

Fortunately, he stepped forward earlier. 

Otherwise, he would be the only one lying on the ground and rolling. 

Lin Kai looked at the people coldly, and said coldly: “Do you think that with this genetic medicine, you 

can compare with Grand Master?” 

“Every great master has gone through countless life and death battles, and several life and death crises 

have passed when he broke the barrier.” 

“Their xinxing has been tempered to an extremely strong point.” 

“I dare you to say that even if there are evolutionaries with the power of the Grand Master, any Grand 

Master can easily obliterate them?” 

“Just because of this emptiness and power, a brash man without a state of mind is worthy of being 

called a great master?” 

Lin Kai’s cold words resounded throughout the hall, making the waists of the great masters straight, and 

their complexions very majestic. 

Yes, they don’t have to worry at all. 

The evolutionaries can’t threaten them these great masters at all! 

At this time, Lin Yuan didn’t know where he came out again. 

He stood in the hall and said loudly: “My cousin is right. But how many people can cultivate to become 

masters? Gene medicine is a good medicine for people with poor qualifications.” 

“Our qualifications are not that strong, but we all have a strong heart. Gene medicine can help us do 

this!” 

The people who were struck by Lin Kai were excited again, and they looked at Lin Yuan enthusiastically. 

Take his words as imperial decree! 

Lin Yuan smiled and walked to Lin Kai and said softly, “Lin Kai, thank you so much. In this way, they are 

more urgent for my genetic medicine.” 

Lin Kai also sneered and said, “I don’t believe that there is such a genetic medicine in this world. Even if 

there is, it cannot be developed by someone like you.” 

“I will wait for the day you are ruined, and then I will kill you!” 

Lin Yuan’s eyes were gloomy, and he said coldly: “When I stand on the top of the world, I want you to 

kneel in front of me like a dog!” 

Lin Kai said lightly: “Then wait and see!” 



Two almost identical men stood on both sides, looking at each other with sharp murderous intent. 

Chapter 1899 

After the banquet, everyone went to the staff of Leiyuan Group to buy D-type gene medicine. 

Lin Kai also bought a potion and brought it back to the villa. 

Of course, it is impossible for him to inject this genetic medicine. He wants to see what is magical about 

this genetic medicine. 

In the villa, a black box was placed in front of Lin Kai. 

Enter the password, and the box will pop open automatically. 

In the box, there is a syringe, a bottle of potion, and an instruction manual. 

Some precautions are written in the instructions, such as the use of genetic agents within five minutes 

after exposure to air, etc… 

Lin Kai picked up the bottle of potion and looked at it carefully. 

Its appearance is completely the same as a bottle of water, and there is no smell after opening. 

If this is a bottle of water, I believe many people will believe it. 

“Isn’t it really just a bottle of water?” 

Lin Kai raised his eyebrows, and his spirit sighed into the bottle of genetic medicine. 

“boom” 

Lin Kai’s spirit was shocked, as if he had entered a world. 

There is a kind of peculiar energy in this world, it exudes a mysterious light, it seems to be able to unlock 

the human body’s genetic lock. 

However, in this peculiar energy, there is an evil breath floating in it 

The yin and evil aura seemed to feel Lin Kai’s divine thoughts, and he slowly approached him, exuding 

hunger thoughts. 

It pounced on Lin Kai’s divine mind, it turned out to be like a tarsal maggot, attached to the divine mind, 

and greedily sucked it. 

Its sucking speed is very slow. If it **** Lin Kai’s spirit at its current speed, it may not be able to **** it 

dry for hundreds of years. 

However, Lin Kai found that as time went by, it was slowly rising and the speed of smoking was also 

slowly increasing. 

This speed is very slow, but Lin Kai can feel that it is indeed growing. 

Lin Kai was about to take his divine consciousness back into his body, but the yin and evil aura directly 

followed out of this world, and wanted to follow Lin Kai back into his body. 



“Humph” 

Lin Kai’s face became cold, and his divine consciousness directly turned back, and the yin and evil aura 

seemed to let out a scream, and was directly annihilated into nothingness. 

After this yin and evil aura was extinguished, only the strange and mysterious energy remained in this 

world. 

Lin Kai’s expression was astonished. Don’t look at him easily destroying this yin and evil aura, it was 

because his divine consciousness was too strong. 

If he was still in the foundation period, he might not be able to eliminate it for a while. 

“There really is a problem with this genetic medicine!” 

Lin Kai’s face was cold, his eyes flashed with cold murderous intent. 

A strong murderous intent has exploded in his heart, causing the entire room to become cold. 

Yu Gong, he is the owner of Jiulong Mountain, and he has the responsibility to guard this China. 

The origin of that evil breath is unknown, but it is obvious that if it is absorbed into the body, it will only 

bring harm to the human body. I am afraid it will become a parasite and feed on the flesh and blood of 

the evolutionary. 

If this kind of genetic medicine becomes popular, it will probably bring unimaginable disasters. 

Yu Si, Lin Yuan must have a great conspiracy behind the promotion of this gene medicine. 

He and Lin Yuan are enemies of life and death, and he must not let Lin Yuan’s conspiracy succeed. 

Lin Kai sat cross-legged, his face gloomy and uncertain, thinking about countermeasures. 

He took the genetic medicine in his hand and scanned it carefully with his spiritual thoughts again. 

He discovered that after eliminating the yin and evil aura, this genetic medicine seemed to be really 

useful for the human body. 

As Lin Kai’s alchemist, he could perceive the wonder of this mysterious power. 

Its power is not strong, it is not so much a stream of energy, but more like a key, a key to open a genetic 

lock. 

Lin Kai thought for a while before injecting the gene medicine directly into his body. 

Lin Kai’s expression was solemn, his mind stared at the energy that entered his body. 

Even if this force followed the flow of blood, directly entered the limbs, and entered every inch of flesh 

and blood, he did not panic. 

If there is an accident, he can expel all the energy from his body in an instant. 

That energy penetrated into the flesh and blood, as if it wanted to open a door, but it turned into a 

headless fly. 



Because it couldn’t find the door in Lin Kai’s body at all. 

After a few weeks of circulation, the energy slowly dissipated and was naturally excreted from the body. 

Lin Kai pondered, it seemed that this D-type genetic medicine was of no use to him. 

I just don’t know, will other ordinary people be effective? 

Lin Kai’s expression suddenly moved, and his body stood up. 

The five great masters came together, and at the same time, Liu Shadong and Huohuang were followed 

by an ordinary person who had not practiced ancient martial arts. 

After Lin Kai greeted the five people in, they all saw the empty bottle of genetic medicine on the ground. 

Their pupils shrank, and there was a look of surprise in their eyes. 

Tang Feng’s expression became even more tense, and he quickly asked, “Lin Kai, have you injected D-

type gene medicine?” 

After Lin Kai let a few people sit down, they smiled and said, “Yes, I did inject genetic medicine.” 

An anger flashed across Tang Feng’s face and said, “Confused. I don’t know if there is any hidden 

mystery in this genetic medicine. How dare you take it so easily? What if it is poisonous?” 

Lin Kai offered tea to several people and said with a smile: “Uncle Tang, don’t say anything. This genetic 

medicine really hides mystery.” 

Several people looked awe-inspiring and asked in unison: “What mystery?” 

Tang Feng showed a look of concern and asked, “Then why are you still injecting this medicine?” 

Lin Kai said solemnly: “Uncle Tang, don’t worry. I’m fine.” 

He pondered for a moment, and then said: “As for the mystery, it’s not easy to say. There seems to be a 

strange energy in it, which is very harmful to the human body.” 

Liu Shadong asked, “Does Mr. Lin have any discomfort?” 

Lin Kai said calmly: “It can’t hurt me. As for what effect it will have on ordinary people, it’s not clear.” 

Liu Shadong called in two ordinary people outside, and said in a deep voice, “Mr. Lin, if they were to be 

injected with genetic medicine, can you see the clue?” 

Lin Kai paused for a few seconds, and said, “You can give it a try.” 

Liu Shadong and Huohuang looked at the two ordinary people, revealing a look of exploration. 

The two knelt down and respectfully said: “If it weren’t for the master, our family would have died a 

long time ago. We are willing to test the medicine for the master.” 

The two great masters nodded, and passed the medicine over. 

Lin Kai said in a deep voice, “Wait a minute.” 



“Ok?” 

Several great masters looked at Lin Kai suspiciously. 

Lin Kai said lightly: “I have a way to destroy the evil energy, but after it is absorbed into the body, I am 

not sure to destroy it.” 

He looked at two ordinary people with a trace of indifference in his eyes, and asked, “Who would like to 

inject that genetic medicine with evil energy?” 
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The two ordinary people looked at each other and became a little at a loss for a while. 

If they all inject the same medicine, they won’t have any extra thoughts. 

However, the young master seemed to be able to remove the evil energy in the genetic medicine. 

This made them hesitate. 

Of course they all want to inject medicines that don’t have any evil energy. 

The Emperor of Fire looked at the man he had brought, and said in a deep voice: “You can inject a 

genetic medicine with evil energy. If there is an accident, I will treat your family well.” 

The man didn’t hesitate too much, so he directly accepted a genetic medicine. 

And the other gene potion came into Lin Kai’s hands, and Lin Kai’s spirit entered into the potion. 

It is no different from Lin Kai’s genetic medicine, the same mysterious energy, there is also an evil force 

in it. 

Lin Kai wiped out the evil force with no effort, and then handed him to another man. 

The two men looked at each other and injected the genetic medicine into the body at the same time. 

After the gene medicine enters their flesh and blood, it quickly flows throughout the body along the 

blood. 

They only felt an icy breath entering their bodies, instantly flowing throughout their bodies. 

At the beginning, they didn’t feel much, and after not waiting a minute, they suddenly screamed loudly. 

The flesh and blood on their bodies was constantly wriggling, like worms, very terrifying. 

The few people present did not panic. It was already written in the instructions that the injection of 

genetic medicine would cause great pain because it had to open the genetic lock. 

After going through the pain, you will become an evolutionary. 

A stream of cold sweat dripped down their foreheads, bodies, and limbs. 

Their bodies were distorted in pain, and their faces became very hideous. 



The Emperor of Fire was surprised and said solemnly: “Xiao Wu’s spirit is very tough. Back then, his 

limbs were interrupted without a single word. Now he screamed in pain.” 

Liu Shadong also nodded, the efficacy of this genetic medicine surpassed their imagination. 

Lin Kai’s expression was flat, but his spiritual thoughts were divided into two, and he had been paying 

close attention to their physical condition. 

Especially Xiao Wu is his focus. 

After the sinister energy entered Xiao Wu’s body, Lin Kai’s spirit stared at it firmly. 

That energy melted in the blood, followed the flow of blood, and swam directly into his heart. 

Then, it attached to the heart, lying on it and sucking Xiao Wu’s blood. 

It **** slowly, not as fast as the energy generated in Xiao Wu’s body. 

However, it is like a time bomb, maybe it will explode that day. 

After Lin Kai paid attention for a while, he moved away from Shen Min and saw the changes in their 

bodies. 

The genetic medicine seemed to open a door in their bodies, causing their flesh and blood, and even the 

internal organs to begin to change. 

A swarm of fishy impurities came out of their capillary blood holes. 

Lin Kai waved slightly and threw these impurities out of the villa. 

Ten minutes later, the two stopped struggling and panted. 

In their pupils, there is still a hint of lingering fear. 

Just now they thought they were going to die. 

Several great masters circled around them a few times, feeling the fluctuations of qi and blood emitted 

by the two, and their eyes flashed with amazement. 

Liu Shadong said with emotion: “They have truly become evolving martial artists.” 

“With their current strength, there is no problem dealing with more than a dozen ordinary people at the 

same time.” 

Several other people also nodded and agreed with Liu Shadong’s views. 

Jin Chi said solemnly: “At least this genetic medicine can really make ordinary people an evolutionary.” 

The Emperor of Fire looked at Lin Kai and asked, “Mr. Li, the evil force in Xiao Wu’s body…” 

Lin Kai nodded and said solemnly: “It’s lurking in Xiao Wu’s heart.” 

“what?” 



Xiao Wu’s face changed, and the joy of becoming an evolver dissipated immediately, and his whole 

person became hairy. 

Several great masters looked at Xiao Wu’s heart seriously, but found nothing. 

Only a strange color flashed through the depths of Lin Hong’s eyes, but Lin Hong’s strangeness, even Lin 

Kai did not notice. 

“I’m trying to get rid of it.” 

Lin Kai’s palm was placed on Xiao Wu’s heart, and his spiritual thoughts directly entered Xiao Wu’s body. 

The evil energy seemed to perceive the crisis, and desperately drilled into Xiao Wu’s heart. 

Xiao Wu’s face flushed suddenly, and a mouthful of blood came out directly. 

Lin Kai’s complexion remained unchanged, directly enveloping that energy, killing it in Xiao Wu’s heart. 

Lin Kai input another gentle spiritual power, nourishing Xiao Wu’s injured heart, and then let go of his 

hand. 

Lin Kai said softly: “It has been cleared.” 

Several great masters frowned, and said in a deep voice: “Even we can’t find the evil energy, let alone 

other people.” 

“What the **** is Lin Yuan’s idea?” 

Suddenly, Jin Chi’s pupils shrank, and he said solemnly, “Does he want to use this evil energy to control 

all the evolutionaries for his use?” 

The other great masters looked shocked and shuddered. 

If someone in the future is injected with type A gene medicine, or even S type gene medicine. 

Then, for the sake of their lives, wouldn’t they have to obey Lin Yuan? 

The Emperor Huo stood up anxiously and said loudly: “We must immediately stop the people in the East 

China Sea from using genetic medicine and expose Lin Yuan’s conspiracy!” 

Liu Shadong stopped the Emperor Huo, and said solemnly: “Do you have any evidence that this genetic 

medicine is harmful to the human body?” 

“Seeing is believing. After they are injected with genetic medicine, they can become true evolvers.” 

Lin Kai’s face was cold, and he said coldly: “And if we don’t have evidence, we say that there is a 

problem with the genetic medicine. Instead, they suspect that the great masters are afraid that they will 

gain powerful power.” 

The Fire Emperor said angrily: “Then we can only watch Lin Yuan’s conspiracy succeed?” 

Several great masters also frowned, feeling very tricky. 



Lin Kai said solemnly: “You leave me some genetic medicine, I’ll study it first. Maybe, I can find a 

solution.” 

After they heard the words, they said one after another: “We will also search for more genetic medicine 

in the society to send you. The rest is up to you.” 

After Lin Kai sent away the great masters, it didn’t take long for someone to send boxes of genetic 

medicine. 

Lin Kai took these more than ten boxes of genetic medicine, entered the secret room, and chose to 

retreat. 

Before the retreat, he also received a long-lost system prompt. 

“Ding, let Lin Yuan’s conspiracy fail, get rewards randomly.” 

In the sound of the system prompt, Lin Kai began his retreat. 

He had to rely on his alchemist’s ability to work out a way to eliminate that evil force. 

When Lin Kai closed the door, news of the advent of the gene medicine soon swept the world, causing a 

huge shock. 

 


